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1: Lainey has recently upgraded to Notes Domino 8.5. She is now exploring the design of her applications to see what new features might be available. What is the purpose of the controls palette that Lainey sees?

A. The controls palette contains controls, such as Edit Box, File Upload, and Table that the developer can drag onto the XPage canvas.
B. The controls palette is another way to access the same items that are available from the Create menu for forms, views, XPages and other design elements.
C. The controls palette contains items like Edit Box, Button, and Label that the developer can drag onto XPages and forms. The controls palette is not available for views and pages.
D. The controls palette contains UI and other controls (such as Button, Link, and Image) that allow the developer to drag controls onto XPage or page elements. The controls palette is not available for other elements.

Correct Answers: A

2: Virginia is writing JavaScript code in the onclick event of an image, but she isn't seeing any code completion from the editor. How can she get a JavaScript editor that includes code completion?

A. Press Control+Spacebar to trigger code completion.
B. Change the Eclipse preferences to include code completion in every JavaScript editor.
C. Create the JavaScript code as a JavaScript library, then include that library in her XPage.
D. Click the Open Script Dialog button to open the modal JavaScript editor, which features code completion.

Correct Answers: D

3: Cade is building an XPage for the Sales application. What are the options from which he can select when defining a data source from the data palette?

A. @DbLookup and @DbColumn
B. Domino view and Domino document
C. Data connections and DB2 access views
D. Data connections, DB2 access views, and file resources

Correct Answers: B

4: Odette is designing the index XPage that is used for navigation for her Domino application. For what purpose might Odette use the Outline view in Domino Designer in Eclipse while working with the index XPage?

A. To drag elements to rearrange sections and change the sequence of elements on the XPage.
B. To drag controls from the controls palette onto a hierarchical representation of the XML source code, typically during the initial design of the XPage.
C. Aside from the expand and collapse icons, nothing in an Outline view is clickable. Nonetheless,
D. The Outline view provides a hierarchical representation of the XML source code in XPages. The developer can quickly update various settings from within the Outline view using right-click menu options for each element.

Correct Answers: A

5: Devin has been developing an application that includes an XPage. When he opened the application in Designer this morning, he noticed a small "x" icon by the XPages listing in the Applications view. He had closed several of the Eclipse views yesterday, and does not see any errors displayed in the remaining views. How can Devin locate the problems in the source code?
A. Right-click the "x" icon from the Applications view and select Go To Error. The Problems view displays with the cursor at the first error.
B. Display the Problems view by selecting Window > Show Eclipse Views > Problems. Right-click a displayed error and select Go To. The Source view opens to the line with the error.
C. Click to expand the XPages listing. A small "x" icon displays by the XPage with the errors. Double-click the name of the XPage and the Source view opens to the line with the error.
D. Click to expand the XPages listing. A small "x" icon displays by the XPage with the errors. Double-click the name of the XPage. The Source tab opens with the cursor at the first error line.

Correct Answers: B

6: Matthew is designing an XPage with many different controls nested within each other. How can he see the hierarchical relationship of all the controls and also be able to rearrange them?
A. Using the Outline view
B. Using the Source tab of the Editor view
C. Under the XPages section in the application navigator.
D. Using the Java perspective to access the raw XML files behind the application.

Correct Answers: A

7: Ursula has been working today on several applications. She has just reopened Domino Designer and sees only the Marketing applications listed in the pane on the left, but does not see the Brainstorm application that she'd been working on. What might Ursula do to again display the Brainstorm application with the other displayed applications?
A. From the menu bar, click Project > Show Recent Projects.
B. From the menu bar, click File > Application > Show All Applications.
C. Click the menu icon from the application navigator and select Show Active Projects.
D. Click the folders icon on the application navigator menu bar and select Show Recent Applications.

Correct Answers: D

8: Darren is working with the Outline view on a new XPage. He drags a button control so that it is
above an edit box control. What effect does this have on the XPage in the Design editor?
A. The button control will move above and to the left of edit box control.
B. There will be no effect until Darren saves the Xpage, then the button control will move above and to the left of edit box control.
C. There will be no effect until Darren clicks the Synchronize Navigator with Editor tab in the application navigator, then the button control will move above and to the left of edit box control.
D. There will be no effect until Darren clicks the Synchronize Navigator with Editor tab in the Outline view, then the button control will move above and to the left of edit box control.

Correct Answers: A

9: Carlos added an edit box control to his registration XPage. He wants to make the field a required field with a message displaying to the user if the field is left blank. Where would he add these additional features to the edit box control?
A. Editor
B. Events view
C. Properties view
D. Controls palette

Correct Answers: C

10: Joshua would like to have a cookie set on his Movie Rental XPage before it loads on the browser. Which view would Joshua use to add this functionality?
A. Events view
B. Controls view
C. Properties view
D. Applications view

Correct Answers: A